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 Industry Snapshot: 

Retail Sector Performance Charts  

The following table and charts provide a snapshot of retail sales performance  

during the second quarter of 2016. 

 

Source: Haver Analytics 

Chart 1. Retail Sales: Total (Excluding Food Service). 

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

 

Retail Spending (%) June May April 
June 

Y/Y 
2015 2014 2013 

 Total Retail Sales &    

 Food Services 
0.6 0.2 1.2 2.7 2.3 4.1 3.8 

     Excluding Autos 0.7 0.4 0.9 3.2 1.2 3.6 2.7 

     Non-Auto Less  

     Gasoline &  

     Building Supplies 

0.5 0.5 1.1 4.1 3.3 4.0 2.9 

Retail Sales 0.7 0.2 1.4 2.4 1.6 3.9 3.8 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Chart 2. Retail Trade: Nonstore Retailers. 

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

 

Chart 3. E-Commerce Retail Sales as a Percent of Total Sales.  

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Digital Satisfaction in the Experience Economy  
By Garry Wicka, Head of Marketing, Commercial Division, LG Electronics USA, Inc. 

C 
ustomer experience is well served by digital messaging, interactive, and digi-
tal engagement in-store, but the medium must serve the interests of patrons 
as well as the brand through marketing, facilities, IT and the digital media 
team. 

The mega-trend of improved customer experience (CX) 
is an imperative to enterprise success as retail experi-
ence lives at the intersection of consumers’ choice and 
the desire of brands to succeed. The focus of CX is em-
powering because it is founded in data analytics reflect-
ing the voice of the customer, transactions, and com-
petitive trends. It enables multi-channel and omni-
channel approaches to optimal-channel marketing.  

CX is the sum of all of the experiences that a consumer 
has with a brand, and guides the brand’s actions to at-
tract, build, retain, and expand consumer engagement. 
According to the RIS News Store Systems Study: Brave 
New World of Unified Commerce,1 which was reported 
at the January 2016 National Retail Federation confer-
ence, optimal-channel has emerged as a priority with 
2016 spending growth in online (14 percent) and digital 
signage (9 percent) by retailers. Also, of the $125 billion 
in annual technology investments made by retailers, CX 
is becoming a greater priority. 

The customer experience-focused design of places, processes, and interactions 
seeks to allow easy entry at any point on a consumer’s path to purchase and re-
duce the frictions of exchange and transitions, resulting in a loyal customer who 
engages with and amplifies the brand. 

Jerry Storch, CEO of retailer Hudson’s Bay Company said, “That narrative (about 
physical retail) is all wrong. … 90.2 percent of sales are still in stores and Amazon 
still only controls 1.5 percent of U.S. retail sales.” Indeed, nearly all retail transac-
tions are digitally influenced or involve at least one digital touchpoint. In the all-
channel purchase process, “82 percent of online retail interactions involve stores at 
some point,” he said, while “70 percent of digital interactions create a store visit by 
the customer.” 

Paco Underhill, an environmental psychologist whose best-selling books include, 
Why We Buy: The Science of Shopping; Call of the Mall: The Geography of Shop-
ping; and What Women Want: The Global Marketplace, has declared that “visual is 
our new language.” This is itself a strong argument for digital in-store media with its 
inherent, proven ability to influence brand opinion and purchasing decisions in-
store.  

The data analytics element of CX can inform ac-
tions that improve customer perception through 
communications. Digital messaging, interactivity, 
and engagement have tremendous impact as 
various digital devices increasingly frame the 
context of the immersive experience. 

The retail narrative is founded on the experiences of discovery, sharing, and the 
fulfillment of identity. On the consumer’s path to purchase and brand loyalty, the 

“The retail narrative is 

founded on the expe-

riences of discovery, 

sharing, and the ful-

fillment of identity.”  

1 http://risnews.edgl.com/retail-research  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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physical location offers the opportunity for brand expression and merchandising 
through dynamic digital media messaging, interactivity, and interface with mobile 
devices such as smartphones and tablets. 

The refreshment of retail stores, as well as food services and hospitality locations, 
with digital signage and ambient media (such as promotional boards and video 
walls) is clearly a way forward seeking to extend information availability and fulfill 
the transaction experience. The terms “phygital” and “techorating” have been used 
in digital media strategy related to technology investment, which offers the founda-
tional infrastructure for effective retail consumer communications and engagement. 
Contextual, relevant, and daypart-based messaging cultivate customer engage-
ment as brands tell and sell their stories. Interactive in-store media provides visibil-
ity into inventory and purchase fulfillment, and is empowering customer self-
service.  

But many interests within the retail enterprise must and can be served with digital 
satisfaction, realized by multiple stakeholders. 

In a recent article,
2
 Jeff Griffin, EVP, Retail Media Networks at Stratacache, ex-

plained “Retail is in the financial reality of getting across the generational chasm of 
shoppers while still deploying capital from decisions made decades ago. The shop-
per is increasingly the arbiter of what will be done, to whom, and how — in the 
store (or not). The media experience must be compelling, and digital place-based 
is very important to high consideration, high data-need products and categories, 
where shoppers need help in product selection to mitigate purchase risk.”  

Griffin added, “Retail digital place-based media 
must also be very flexible. Tools and platforms 
have typically been applied as if they were one 
big hammer and every customer is the same 
nail. In-store media must express appreciation 
for the ‘gift’ (and that’s what it is, really) of a 
store visit that is being given by the shopper. 
This expression of thanks, along with needs and 
wants, differs from patron to patron. Analytics have advanced to the point where 
suppliers and merchants know absolutely what is moving the product purchase 
needle, and these insights will become the new backdrop to more flexible digital 
media operations.”    

A few thoughts on bringing new value and vitality to the bricks-and-mortar invest-
ment: 

 The customer should gain useful perspectives that help to define and 
achieve their needs, wants, and aspirations. 

 A retailer’s design should offer a “wow” experience that justifies the custom-
er’s transaction, endorsement, and amplification of the brand. An experi-
ence that appeals to patrons increases visit frequency and dwell times to-
ward conversion success. 

 The marketing team uses digital media as a platform to gain insights and 
exploit these with more engaging promotional campaigns and merchandis-
ing. 

 Merchants can better differentiate their offerings and visually present their 
vision of how they improve a consumer’s life. The sales increases, includ-
ing upselling and cross-selling, can become predictive. The scientific ap-
proach to marketing embraces experimentation and continuous improve-
ment. 

2 http://www.retailcustomerexperience.com/articles/talking-with-stratacache-vp-jeff-griffin-on-digital-   

media-trends-the-game-changer-to-come/. 

“These insights will 

become the new 

backdrop to more 

flexible digital media  

operations.”    

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Digital media project personnel should benefit from infrastructure that is reli-

able and scalable, enabling new uses that minimize cost and accelerate val-
ue. Objective assessment of the technology options is essential to providing 
functionality and minimizing total cost of ownership. For example, savings in 
capital investment are quickly overshadowed by costs of network mainte-
nance, operations, and use.  

While technology elements of the retail digital media ecosystem such as the con-
tent management system, connectivity, and interface approaches such as RFID, 
deliver functionality and economies of operation, the display panel is the element of 
the technology that is visible to consumers. All stakeholders benefit when reliable, 
modern, high-quality, and energy-efficient commercial grade display devices are 
used. These displays offer retailers the best opportunity to present images that will 
attract consumers and represent the brand well. OLED (organic light emitting di-
ode) displays, which deliver higher image quality with greater energy efficiency and 
more architectural friendliness, less weight, ultra-thinness, and flexibility, enable the 
immersive digital experience. The quality of the medium is itself a message to con-
sumers, saying, “We respect you.” 

In conclusion, in-store digital media can serve the retail objectives of everyone, 
bring new value and vitality to the bricks-and-mortar investment and help fuel the 
success of retail locations by instilling a desire by consumers to more fully engage 
in the discovery, selection, buying, and fulfillment that physical retail uniquely of-
fers. Digital location-based media is a key element of the digital in-store experi-
ence.  

 

Garry Wicka is Head 

of Marketing in the 

Commercial Division 

of LG Electronics 

USA, Inc.  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Retail Analytics Council Event Presents Marketing  
Innovation in the Omni-Channel World 
By Carson Brown, Marketing Intern, Medill School of Journalism, Integrated Marketing 
Communications, Northwestern University 
 

T 
he Retail Analytics Council (RAC) hosted its second annual Executive Devel-
opment Program on May 18-19, 2016, in Evanston, Illinois. The program 
centered on how retailers are applying analytics in an omni-channel retailing 

environment. The conference drew industry professionals and thought leaders 
from retailers including GameStop, Gap, Macy’s, and McDonald’s, as both speak-
ers and participants. The RAC is a global initiative between the Medill School, Inte-
grated Marketing Communications (IMC) Department, Northwestern University and 
the Platt Retail Institute.  

More than 60 participants attended the conference this year. Medill/IMC Professor 
Emeritus-in-Service Don Schultz, who is also a Director of the RAC, organized the 
speakers for the conference. Schultz said the RAC appreciates the size of this 
event. He said that the intimacy 
allows industry professionals to 
interact face-to-face, instead of 
getting lost in the crowd. “You 
get to talk with the speakers and 
you get to understand what 
they’re doing,” he said.  

The conference includes time 
for networking across brands. 
“Very few times do retailers get 
to sit in the same room with their 
competitors and then talk to 
them and explore what they’re 
doing and why they’re doing it,” 
Schultz said. “When you have 
Macy's and Gap both sitting 
there in the same room talking 
about their various issues and 
the kind of experiences they’re having, I think that kind of interaction is one of the 
RAC’s big values.”  

Frank Mulhern, RAC Director, Professor and Department Chair, Medill/IMC 
opened the conference, welcoming the attendees and discussing the origins of the 
Council. He was followed by Steven Keith Platt, who serves both as the RAC Re-
search Director and Director and Research Fellow at Platt Retail Institute. Platt 
gave an update on five current research projects being conducted by the RAC. 
Among others, these include Understanding the Influence of Online Behavior on In
-Store Purchases: Behavioral Bonding, and Best Practices for Creating and Man-
aging a Retail Big Data Platform.1 

Tapping Into Culture for Loyalty Programs 

The conference centered on the theme of applying market analytics and big data 
to the omni-channel retailing environment. Researchers presented their findings 
for how their brand clients are creating customer-focused solutions to maximize 
outreach and customer engagement, including how huge brands like GameStop 

 

1 Read more about RAC research projects at: http://rac.medill.northwestern.edu/research-focus/
focus/  

 

Meals and breaks were opportunities to extend the con-
versation beyond the formal sessions. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
http://rac.medill.northwestern.edu/
http://www.medill.northwestern.edu/about/faculty-and-staff/faculty/don-e-schultz.html
http://rac.medill.northwestern.edu/research-focus/focus/
http://rac.medill.northwestern.edu/research-focus/focus/
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are using cross-channel marketing today to uniquely cater to the culture of the 
gaming world. 

GameStop collects large amounts of data around the habits of gamers. Medill Pro-
fessor and RAC Executive Director Martin Block is working with GameStop to un-
derstand the relationship between online behavior and in-store purchases.  

“There’s a uniqueness to a gaming customer that other classes of trade don’t see 
… the gamers are heavily into frequency,” Block said. “The most brilliant thing 
GameStop ever did from a marketing perspective is buy back pre-owned games. 
I’m not sure that would work in other classes of trade as well.”  

Block is referring to one of GameStop’s strategies to build customer loyalty. Its 
PowerUp Rewards program launched in 2010 with a piloted beta version. That ver-
sion got 7 million people engaged and participating in a loyalty-based system. Cur-
rently, the program boasts more than 48 million people across Europe, Canada, 
the U.S. and Australia are members of PowerUp Rewards. These members ac-
count for a majority of GameStop sales.   

“The interesting thing there for 
marketers and for data folks is for 
most of our sales, we know ex-
actly who bought it,” said Senior 
Director of the GameStop Tech-
nology Institute Charlie Larkin. 
“The amount of data we’ve col-
lected in that time period is abso-
lutely phenomenal and it’s how 
we got connected with the team 
at Northwestern.”  

GameStop’s PowerUp Rewards 
program allows customers to 
trade a pre-owned video game 
for in-store currency to put toward 
their next game. For many gam-
ers who trade-in games every 

couple of weeks during a busy season, this creates an environment that benefits 
both consumer and retailer.  

“We generate over a billion dollars a year in trade currency, meaning our custom-
ers have over a billion additional dollars they can use to come back and spend in 
our stores on newer products,” Larkin said. “Customers who trade are very high-
value customers. They participate in a much larger part of the ecosystem. Their 
recency, frequency, and spending are all much higher than anyone else.” Larkin 
describes the gaming ecosystem as something with its own culture that GameStop 
tapped into.  

Larkin says their concern for customer privacy is central when using data. “Figuring 
out how to aggregate the data in a way that is respectfully used for analytics, but 
connects activity across channels is really hard,” he said. “That’s a bit of a crux 
when you think about how you utilize big data from a brand that has a promise to 
our customers. You have to be very careful how you handle it.” For GameStop, this 
means bringing intentionality to encryption and usage.  

GameStop continues to develop ways to explore that loyalty across channels. Lar-
kin spoke on GameStop’s insights in consumer behavior relationships between 
online browsing and in-store purchasing. “Sixty percent of our transactions involve 
an online property and the store, with the majority of conversion happening in the 
store. This one is really interesting, because if you’re an on-the-shelf customer, 
you’re two times more likely to trade,” he said. Block and Larkin spoke of a fre-

Charlie Larkin, GameStop Technology Institute, dis-
cussed how the company uses data to gain insights into 
consumer behavior. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
http://www.medill.northwestern.edu/about/faculty-and-staff/faculty/martin-p-block.html
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quency of customers who visited the online site without buying anything, only to 
make an in-store purchase within 48 hours, which they call a “motivated visit.”  

This really challenges the notion that brick-and-mortar stores are on their way out, 
a situation that is not an obstacle for GameStop in the way that it is for other big 
brands. Many other retailers are facing a host of demanding challenges in how to 
integrate an online experience efficiently with one in the store.  

Improving Customer Experience Through Improving Efficiency  

Bill Connell, executive vice president of logistics and operations at Macy’s, dis-
cussed the radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology that Macy’s is using to 
replace barcodes. Barcodes historically are a slow and inaccurate way to catalog 
inventory within the store, between locations, and online. RFID tags use electroni-
cally stored information to communicate with readers within a six-foot radius. Asso-
ciates do not have to scan items individually, greatly reducing errors and speeding 
counts significantly. This allows for active improvements in merchandise display 
and omni-channel fulfillment.  

“We find that some of our product never sees 
the light of day,” Connell said. “It sits in the 
stock room and rolls to final mark-down be-
cause the associates were just grabbing prod-
uct to make the floor looks the way it needed to 
look, not having necessarily planned it in a com-
pletely accurate way (to reflect inventory varie-
ty).” 

Before RFID, inventory counts could only hap-
pen sparingly. “If we do one or two counts a 
year, we now know that inventory accuracy de-
clines by 2 to 3 percent for our company,” he 
said. “What that means is that by October or 
November, our inventory is between 75 and 65 
percent accurate.” Macy’s is looking to change 
that by taking full advantage of RFID technolo-
gy.  

RFID creates an accurate, location-based inventory that allows efficient stocking, 
where products can sell at regular price or first markdown, instead of aging on the 
floor or in stockrooms. It also streamlines the customer experience by ensuring 
that getting their product is smooth sailing.  

“If you tell someone it’s OK to come on in and pick it up, you’d better be sure you 
have it,” Connell said. “If you take an order and you send it to a store and you want 
to fill it quickly, you better not have to bounce it from store 1 to store 2 to store 3 
before you find out where the product is.” 

Connell’s response to questions about cost is simply, “Look at the cost of not doing 
it, because if you get a 5 percent sales lift, that’s going to way overpower an eight-
cent or five-cent upcharge.” Barcodes only allow for cataloging 200 to 250 units 
per hour at around 85 percent accuracy. RFID tags and scanners catalog up to 
6,000 units with a much higher accuracy.  

“It’s huge as it relates to all of the analysis that gets done, that drives assortment 
planning, reorders, and pricing,” he said. “(It shows) very good work relative to this 
whole ability to find a product, know where it is, and get to it quickly.” Connell said 
that when a customer requests a particular product in-store, an associate taking 15 
minutes to find it is an incredibly inefficient use of their time and fails to serve the 
customer well.  

Macy’s Bill Connell described how 
RFID tags have streamlined the retail-
er’s inventory process, among other 
benefits. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 Long-term implications show that RFID can improve customer experience with as-
sociates on the floor and in the dressing room through efficiency. For customers 
who tend to over-buy online and return products to the closest brick-and-mortar 
location, RFID allows Macy’s to repost that item online immediately. “It all starts 
with inventory accuracy,” Connell said. “You’ve got to have visibility in the omni-
channel, omni-choices world.”  

Macy’s is hoping this becomes industry standard in the coming years. “This is not a 
Macy’s program,” he said to the conference attendees. “RFID is a foundational 
technology to deliver inventory accuracy to enable you to compete more effectively 
in whatever your strategy is. This technology has to move ahead as an industry.” 

The Retail Channel Shift to Digital 

Gian Fulgoni, Co-founder and Executive Chairman Emeritus at comScore Inc., pre-
sented a session titled, “Mobile is Eating Bricks and Mortar: An Update on the Re-
tail Channel Shift to Digital.” He described a dramatic increase in the use of mobile 
devices, but said that tablet sales have begun to slow. Still, digital media use tripled 
in the last five years, due to various mobile devices. 

Retail digital commerce (desktop and mobile) reached $83.5 billion in Q1 2016, 
up 16 percent from the previous year. Mobile e-commerce spending was $15.6 
billion, compared to desktop spending of $67.9 billion. By Q1 2016, total digital 
commerce had grown to account for more than one in every six discretionary dol-
lars spent by consumers. Amazon and eBay dominate desktop e-commerce pur-
chases with 33 percent of the market share. Fulgoni also noted that Amazon is the 
second largest apparel retailer after Walmart.  

When asked what their key considerations are for online shopping, consumers 
listed free shipping, exclusive online offers, and no sales tax among the top rea-
sons for buying online. Fifty-eight percent of consumers said that they are likely to 
abandon their online shopping cart if free shipping is not offered.  

Bringing Local Products to Supermarkets 

Professor Andrew Fearne, RAC Research Fellow from the University of East Anglia 
in the UK, discussed his experience conducting research to support small produc-
ers who supply local products to Tesco, a billion-dollar supermarket brand. He said 
that local products are eating into the share of national brands, driven in large part 
by consumer support for local farmers and producers. 

The research project Fearne described analyzed 
two years of weekly supermarket transactions, 
involving 1.9 million shoppers and 30,000 food 
products. The data was segmented several 
ways. Fearne said that loyalty card data analysis 
provides a better picture of consumer purchases 
than traditional market research. Customers do 
not always remember what brand they bought, 
but the loyalty card data includes that infor-
mation. 

The goal of the research was to help local farmers and small food producers under-
stand shopper behavior, improve their market position and sales, and understand 
who is buying their products. The researchers provided suppliers with a simple 
summary to understand what was going well and where there might be opportuni-
ties to improve sales. 

Fearne said that when the local producers focus solely on profit, it leads to little rel-
evance, while increasing issues of customer churn and dissatisfaction. It was im-
portant for the local producers and farmers to: understand what customers want; 

...loyalty card data 

analysis provides a 

better picture of con-

sumer purchases 

than traditional mar-

ket research.  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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become more relevant; keep customers engaged; engender trust and long-term 
loyalty; and drive value creation. 

Additional Highlights 

In other sessions, RAC Director and Medill/IMC Assistant Professor Vijay Viswana-
than presented results of research in targeting and engaging luxury brand custom-
ers. He reviewed results from research conducted with RAC Research Fellow and 
Associate Professor Mototaka Sakashita of Keio University in Japan. The research 
was designed to determine what the difference is in shopping behaviors of targeted 
customers who do or do not buy a promoted product. The professors reviewed data 
from more than 1 million loyalty card holders to assess the impact of five-day pro-
motions and understand who bought the promoted brand.  

A conversation around neuroscience and neuromarketing, led by Professor Block, 
discussed how scientific findings in approach, avoidance, and impulsivity show 
these emotional variables as measurable entities that can benefit retail strategy. 
Using data obtained from a keypress technique, Block asked subjects to react to a 
variety of photos in categories such as foods and sports. Their reaction assessed 
both aversion and resilience. Block said that the same methodology could be ap-
plied to any marketing visual display including ads, package designs, logos, and 
online page design (in real time). 

Matt Schneider, Assistant Professor, Medill/IMC, presented a session called, 
“Privacy and Analytics: How to Protect Data Sets in Business and Government.” 
Data privacy and security are “hot-button issues” for both business and government 
today. Data sets from these entities often include thousands of variables and mil-
lions of observations. Schneider said that it is usually better to be in the information 
business than the privacy business, but now, privacy is becoming more of a priority 
because of brand positioning, competitive poaching, and lawsuits. The ability to use 
advanced data protection methods, such as the creation of protected disaggregat-
ed data at the consumer level, can lower probabilities of identification for fraudulent 
purposes. However, disaggregated data may violate consumer privacy. Aggregated 
data provides better privacy protection and may offer improved opportunities for 
analysis. 

In another session, RAC Research Fellow and 
Medill/IMC Assistant Professor Russ Nelson 
talked about the unique situation of mobile re-
tail, focusing on research related to food 
trucks. A key issue for mobile retailers is un-
certainty. What are profitable locations? Do I 
go where others go or do I go to locations that 
were good previously?  

In the example of food trucks, an ever-popular dining option for city dwellers, cus-
tomers follow their favorite mobile establishment on social media to grab a bite to 
eat. Using models of social contagion, Nelson analyzed data on where food trucks 
decide to stop relative to customer popularity and the location choices of their com-
petitors. By analyzing four years of data from 489 food trucks, Nelson determined 
that experience is a slightly stronger predictor of success than observing where 
other food truck owners are parked. 

Sophistication and Innovation in Retail Analytics 

Schultz said the RAC aimed to provide a valuable diversity in the research present-
ed. “I think what surprised (the participants) was the sophistication of what we’re 
doing here,” said Schultz. “When you talk about a retail analytics council at a 
school with a strong legacy in journalism, people look at you and say, ‘You must be 
crazy.’”  Showcasing the variety of research projects and innovation occurring in 
Medill IMC and RAC is part of the value of holding these conferences, Schultz said. 

What are profitable lo-

cations? Do I go where 

others go or do I go to 

locations that were 

good previously?  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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They also draw a diverse and 
engaged crowd. “What I really 
liked was the participation of the 
audience and the interaction be-
tween the audience and the 
speakers,” Schultz said. “That’s 
what I think makes for a really 
good conference.”  

Visit the RAC website for more 
information on research projects 
and other activities, including 
information regarding the 2017 
conference. 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Carson Brown is a Mar-
keting Intern at the Me-
dill School of Journal-
ism, Integrated Market-
ing Communications 
Department, North-
western University. 

Additional contributions to 

this article by Margot My-

ers, Director, Global Mar-

keting and Communica-

tions, PRI. 

The intimate setting allowed many opportunities for partici-
pants to interact with speakers. All photos by Carson 
Brown. 
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Size Matters in Digital Signage:  
An Executive Summary 

A 
nother in the series of white papers produced by ComQi, Size Matters in 
Digital Signage addresses one of the most critically important aspects of dig-
ital signage in retail: how various screen locations and sizes matter. Simply 

stated, the size of each screen should be based on the purpose of the screen and 
the overall business objectives. These objectives may include increasing store traf-
fic, driving conversion rates, improving brand loyalty, assisting or educating cus-
tomers, and reducing perceived wait time.   

The white paper explores various use cases where screen location, orientation, and 
size come into play, for example:   

 Endless Aisle: Touch-screen, product-
selector stations at shelves or logical way-
points in stores allow shoppers to look up 
the full variety of what is available in stock 
and what can be ordered for store pickup 
or home delivery. 

 Assisted Selling: Screens used as as-
sisted-selling tools enable associates to 
tap into features, specifications, and pric-
ing, especially for products like electron-
ics, which require associates to maintain 
high levels of product knowledge.    

 Self-guided Shopping: During busy periods in stores, sales associates 
and managers are using touch screens to balance multiple customers – getting 
shoppers started on product research and selection using the screens, while 
the associates finish with other customers. These tools can speed transactions 
and prevent walk-outs by keeping shoppers engaged. 

 Configurators: Small- to medium-sized screens are being used to enable 
customers to create custom shoes, visualize living room furnishings, or config-
ure a dream car. Some gesture-based tools are even allowing shoppers to try 
on clothing virtually, using screens and augmented reality software. 

 Interactive Communications: When a shopper lifts up a product, content 
on a screen immediately behind or above that product switches to product-
specific information and calls to action. A variety of triggers are used – any-
thing from switches on security tethers to RFID tags on the products. 

 Reinvented Experiences: Wall-mounted displays and digital mirrors with em-
bedded LCDs in fitting rooms can be used to contact sales associates to ask 
them to bring a different size, for example. Tied to store systems, these 
screens are also being used to show other color options, put together full out-
fits, suggest accessories, and even accelerate the checkout process. 

 Contextual Messaging and Smart Displays: Displays tied to point of sale 
and inventory systems can already have content “rules” in place that interro-
gate those systems and show content based on data reports. That means out-
of-stock items drop out of promotional rotations and underperforming items get 
more frequent presence on screens. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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Size Matters also explores how screens’ size and placement should be relevant to 
the shopper journey and should be able to influence shopper behaviors. Large 
screens and video walls are used by many retailers as signature design features in 
stores to reinforce their brand and make statements that ideally connect emotion-
ally with shoppers. Smaller screens are used for transactional purposes where 
people are asked for personal information. Smaller screens with limited viewing 
angles provide privacy. 

Another topic that the paper discusses is the difference between commercial touch 
screens and consumer tablets. It is important to remember that consumer tablets 
like the iPad look great, but they were designed for the loving touch of their owners 
and not the endless pounding of hundreds of consumers. 

Here are some important points to remember about consumer-grade tablets: 

 They are not designed for the bumps, scrapes, power spikes, and general 
abuse that just happens when made available for frequent public use. 

 Product life cycles and specs can be short and unpredictable. If you plan to 
phase in tablets over several months or years, each shipment may be a 
little different in terms of dimensions, connectors, controls, and the operat-
ing software. These changes may increase costs and complications. 

 Important connectors – such as Local Area Network jacks – are not availa-
ble. 

 Updating software and managing operating systems is a big challenge with 
consumer displays. Software developers have far deeper, better access to 
commercial tablet operating systems because the vendors offer proper, 
published programming interfaces and controls. 

 And perhaps the biggest downside – consumer tablets are not designed to 
be remotely monitored and managed. Commercial tablets paired with a sol-
id content management system can do that. Device management – the 
ability to monitor screens in the field and remotely manage and fix them – 
is critical. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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 In the full white paper, you will read about interactions and interactive screens. If 
retailers want customers to interact with screens, they have to show people how to 
use them and make sure the screens bring value to the customers. In a retail envi-
ronment, touch-screen displays work best when store associates recognize these 
screens as powerful information and selling tools. If a touch screen makes it easier 
to find, explain, and sell things, associates will be strong advocates and bring their 
customers to the screens when it makes sense to assist them on the path to pur-
chase. 

Lastly, the white paper recommends that retailers should figure out the challenges 
they are facing and find a technological solution that fits that challenge (not the 
other way round). Tune the messages to the shopper moments and fit the screens 
to that purpose. Digital signage has steadily shown its value in retail settings when 
it is properly planned and executed. The best digital signage projects are really 
tuned into the shopper journey – making an impression or offering services that 
make things faster, easier and generally relevant – at the right moments. 

Read the entire Comqi white paper, Size Matters.  

 

 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
http://plattretailinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/sizematters-final1.pdf
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 The Superheroes 
By Bryan Meszaros, Founder and CEO, OpenEye Global    

R 
etailers are not the heroes. We reserve that role for the most prized group 
of people we work with. Usually, that is the group we have the least amount 
of contact with, the group that is the most fickle, but at the same time, the 

most sought-after and influential. The heroes are our customers, and without them, 
our brand’s purpose ceases to exist. 

It’s the hard truth. 

So why do brands continue to talk about customer experience without taking the 
time to understand the actual brand experience they are giving? Sure, not all 
brands fall into this category, some only care about the bottom line. But your brand 
may be different. You are part of a new breed that wants to turn customers into 
advocates, impressions into sales, and be a bridge between the physical and digi-
tal experience. 

You are the pioneer and your customers are the heroes. 

According to the Walker Customers 2020: The Future of B-to-B Customer Experi-
ence study, by the year 2020, customer experience will overtake price and product 
as the key brand differentiator, and 86 percent of people will pay more for an en-
hanced customer experience. 

  

Experience is the true differentiator. It is what resonates with consumers the most 
and is especially important in a digital-meets-physical environment. 

But experience should not be just for the sake of experience. It needs to honor the 
brand at all points of the consumer journey. Brick-and-mortar retail plays a signifi-
cant role within that journey, though it is no longer the only point of purchase. Ena-
bling purchasing beyond the store – so that consumers can carry the “maybe I 
should have bought that” moment with them – is the most important aspect of what 
digital can do.   

This omni-channel approach is becoming the norm, but brands that simply 
acknowledge touch points within the customer journey are just getting started. Da-
ta analytics is playing an ever-increasing role in decision-making about the type of 
content we serve customers and which channel to use at various points along the 
path to purchase. We are moving from a “throw it on the wall” to a “full-sensory 
experience” focus. This means building integrated digital strategies to ensure 
channel, content, sales, and retail are aligned, which takes a significant commit-
ment from all aspects of the brand. 

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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With customers wanting access to real-time information and to feel like they have 
been heard (a personalized response via technology), expectations today are 
based on how technology is serving up access to deeper details when end users 
are trying to make a decision. A big consideration for customers is, “What does my 
peer group think?” Also, giving recommendations based on past purchases is top of 
mind when engaging with technology. 

So with digital experience playing such a crucial role within the holistic customer 
experience, the next question we need to ask our customers is, “How can we 
help?” 

We see the same statistics over and over again. Retailers are talking more fre-
quently about customer experience and its importance. According to Gartner, “By 
2017, 50 percent of consumer product investments will be redirected to customer 
experience innovations.” This means that more emphasis will be placed on bridging 
all touch points to create a single, fluid experience. 

The biggest challenge with content is “feeding the beast.” Many retailers are suc-
cessful in developing a strategy, but when it comes to generating content, they of-
ten fail. They take the time to create an audience, but often do not do enough to 
provide them with a consistent stream of information to grow and nurture the rela-
tionship. Thus, retailers have led customers down a path of brand disappointment. 

Kampyle, a CX/technology firm, says that 87 percent of customers think brands 
need to put more effort into providing a consistent experience – a staggering statis-
tic considering the increase in market-share wars between brands, often pitting 
customer against customer. This brings us back to the question, “How can we help 
you?” 

It is a digital world, but we are still human beings and we crave interactions and 
stimulation. Retailers are not blind to this, but often it is execution that is the most 
challenging. Strategy can be brainstormed, written on whiteboards, defined with 
action items, and socialized within the organization, but when it comes to execu-
tion, often times brands can’t seem to get out of their own way. 

Internal alignment of a brand’s digital strategies can become a big obstacle. Retail-
ers are looking for new ways to engage shoppers on their terms – in-store, on their 
devices, and all along the customer journey, including their homes (complete with 
second, third, and even fourth screens). When they do visit the store, customers 
are expecting unique brand offerings, including activations like concierge or premi-
um services that give brands the opportunity to drive engagement and facilitate an 
enhanced customer experience. 

Inspire your customer superheroes with three main initiatives that drive shoppers’ 
attention: 

 Discover –This is the “want” stage. The customer is familiar with the brand 
or product, but still needs more information before the point of purchase. 

 Inspire – The “must-have” stage instills a sense of wonder in the customer 
through messaging, creative, and timely touch points to convert and begin 
to foster continued loyalty. 

 Assist –The “what-else” stage is closing the loop, essentially bringing the 
customer back to being a brand advocate and discovering new products. 

     

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
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So, who is doing it right? 

American Eagle Outfitters is currently providing value within its mobile application 
to further enhance the shopping experience. According to Lance Wills, Vice Presi-
dent, Digital Technology at American Eagle Outfitters, “We’ve made tremendous 
strides to provide our customers with a brand experience that flows seamlessly be-
tween digital and in-store.” This includes integrating all channels into the user jour-
ney. 

Another brand doing a great job at inspiring their customers is Westfield. With their 
expanded reach including malls, airports, and non-traditional retail environments, it 
is a top priority to keep pushing innovation and delivering an experience that wins 
over customers’ hearts and minds. 

So why are some brands so good at integrating physical and digital, and some not 
so great? It comes down to design, strategy, a lot of hard work, and focus. Brands 
often hire agencies that don’t challenge them, or stick with one they have been with 
for years. But that is not what innovative brands do to win over customers. Innova-
tors seek agencies that will challenge and inspire them, driving strategy toward 
winning solutions that are not “over-designed.” A fallacy many agencies have is, 
“Design it awesome, confuse the customer, have business for life.” This backward 
way of thinking wastes time and money at the expense of brands and customers 
alike. 

True User Journey 

Ensuring a sound strategy starts with understanding the unique customer pain 
points your brand experiences and channeling them through the journey with de-
sign that stays within brand, keeping messaging simple, focused and purposeful to 
alleviate them. The idea is to create a path that facilitates customers deciding for 
themselves, not pushing the decision on them. Do this and they will reward your 
brand with loyalty and dedication. 

One tactical approach to bridging digital and physical design centers on wayfind-
ing. With digital having a prominent role in our lives, we have an opportunity to 
drive user experience beyond the more sterile, functional aspects of wayfinding. 

Digital wayfinding helps retailers locate certain items within a space, while giving 
customers a view of other areas that may be relevant. The full digital directory ex-
perience is the next logical step. In essence, the digital directory experience should 
be efficient, elegant, and on-brand, helping customers find what they are looking 
for while educating them in an unsolicitous manner. 
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Remember the goal is to discover, inspire, and assist. A key distinction for the digi-
tal directory experience is that the customer journey is not linear, so the digital ex-
perience does not have to be either. Shopping and discovery are about the journey, 
and the digital directory experience gives an opportunity to build brand equity along 
the way. Digital directories can help to define the customer experience. At their 
best, they provide an opportunity to shape a customer’s discovery and information-
gathering process, informing the way they experience the brand and retail environ-
ments.  

Expanding the Directory Experience 

Originally, digital wayfinding was a traditional one-to-one interactive experience. 
Customers search a destination and the display provides directions on how to get 
there. Now it is evolving to the point that customers are provided directions that can 
be sent to their mobile devices so the interaction does not stop once they leave the 
display. This enables the retailer to be more in touch with the customer. 

With the digital directory experience, intelligent applications can be integrated to 
become more personalized and easily tailored to user preferences. The application 
has the ability to offer suggestions based on preference, season, style, trend, and 
outfit to complete the look. Intelligent, dynamic search and personalized recommen-
dations have proven to benefit not only brands looking to upsell and keep the cus-
tomer in the store, but also customers themselves. People do not necessarily know 
what they want, so retailers have to help lead them, but in a way that makes cus-
tomers feel that they are discovering something for the first time. Everyone needs a 
starting point and the digital directory is designed to be that point of initiation. 

From a strategic point of view, the main difference between the digital wayfinding 
and directory experiences comes down to function. Wayfinding is a functional end, 
and can be a sterile, transactional experience. While digital directories meet the 
wayfinding need, the experience elevates the interaction to include the brand, creat-
ing opportunities to further immerse customers in an elegant, brand-right experi-
ence and open up a new channel for expression, engagement, and capture. 

Closing the Loop 

Brands need to recognize and understand how consumers access information and 
interact outside of the retail environment. Ideally there are no gaps in communica-
tion and experience, whether it is online or mobile. Messages and campaigns 
should be timely and relevant, and always have the consumer superhero in mind. 

If we look at the customer journey starting from the end and working backward, we 
can visualize success and map the steps to achieve it. By taking a 50,000-foot view 
of a strategy and filling in the gaps, a retailer can take steps to move the needle for-
ward, establishing elements to continuously inspire customers to interact, engage, 
and fall in love with the brand.  

 
 

 

 

Bryan Meszaros is the 

Founder and CEO of 

OpenEye Global.    
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The Trifecta: Engaging Consumers Before, During, 
and After the Purchase Journey 

By Rachel Furst, Director of Communications, Blue Bite 

O 
ne of the topics most often discussed in the retail industry today is how 
brick-and-mortar stores will survive the Fourth Industrial Revolution, com-
monly known as the Age of the Internet of Things (IoT). With the rise of e-

commerce, and to a lesser-but-still-significant extent, m-commerce, brick-and-
mortar stores have slowly lost relevance, leading some retailers to feel the need to 
catch up to the technological times. Many retailers have found success by utilizing 
different technologies specifically evolving out of IoT. As the age-old saying goes: 
if you can’t beat ‘em, join ‘em.  

To that end, the retail world has seen an uplift in in-store innovation. From Rebec-
ca Minkoff’s highly covered in-store smart fitting rooms, to Macy’s deployment of 
thousands of beacons across its locations, retailers are slowly picking up on the 
technological trends that are meant to bolster their businesses. Yet what is intri-
guing is that only a small percentage of retailers are doing this. Only 26 percent of 
retailers plan to add data analytics by the end of 2016.1 Data analytics can be gen-
erated in the form of in-store devices, such as beacons, and digital experiences, 
which can track various user data points and collect information to improve both 
the visitor experience and store performance.  

Keeping in mind that physical locations are slowly being pushed out by  
e-commerce, wouldn’t we expect all retailers to rush to improve their stores 
through the addition of marketing devices and in-store technology? You would 
think so.  

Perhaps the reason for the small uptake of these devices 
is a lack of urgency. Business Insider reported that in 
2015, beacons directly influenced over $4 billion worth of 
U.S. retail sales. While that may sound like a lot, $4 bil-
lion only accounts for 0.1 percent of the total U.S. retail 
sales for the year. Even the $44 billion projection of bea-
con-influenced sales for 2016 will only account for a mini-
mal percentage of total retail sales.2 Thus, we must ask 
ourselves, what can we do to improve the odds, to make 
the revenues generated by the IoT worthwhile so that 
retailers are clamoring for updates and improvements?  

My suggestion is an ecosystem of technologies and tac-
tics that will enhance the customer experience through-
out each part of their purchase journey – before, during, 
and after the sale. The rise and implementation of in-
store experiences definitely accounts for the “during” of 
shoppers’ purchase journeys – it helps to draw shoppers 
into a store, and to make them dwell, which translates into a higher likelihood of 
sales. But if retailers and brands begin to consider the “before” and “after” in addi-
tion to the “during” of consumers’ purchase journeys, they will begin to see a real 
difference in the kinds of revenues they can generate from implementing these in-
store technologies. How? Through the natural progression that the system creates 
to facilitate shoppers along the entire purchase journey.  

 
1 http://bit.ly/1TaYebg 
2 http://www.businessinsider.com/beacons-impact-billions-in-reail-sales-2015-2  
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The first part of the ecosystem: ‘before’ 

We know that different IoT solutions exist today to help improve the “before” part of 
a purchase journey. The use of geo-targeting and the deployment of beacons and 
the physical web (an open-source method of interacting with beacons) have all 
been instrumental in serving this purpose. However, like the in-store experience, 
while useful on its own, its value doubles when employed as part of a greater sys-
tem. To give a more concrete example: think of an automobile and GPS. Both are 
great inventions that serve valuable functions on their own, but when coupled to-
gether, their value increases, and so does a consumer’s willingness to pay. Having 
this in mind, it is important to delve into the mechanics of the “before.” The “before” 
segment of a purchase journey is highly influenced by advertising. Therefore, it is 
no surprise that IoT technologies have been built to aid advertisers and marketers.  

Integrating digital components with ad-
vertising is a viable way for retailers and 
brands to up the ante. Adding beacons 
or mTAG3 touch points to out-of-home 
advertising gives customers a way to 
communicate with brands and retailers 
in an honest way. Beacons can record 
how much time an individual dwells at a 
certain point within its radius. This ac-
tion is an honest and unadulterated way 
of customers communicating that they 
have some kind of interest in the brick-

and-mortar store they are in front of. Additionally, individuals that interact with an 
mTAG touch point will signal to brands the kinds of interests they have because it 
can record the kinds of content the consumers individually choose to interact with. 
In these ways, we can better poise brands to initiate meaningful relationships with 
consumers in the “before” segment of their purchase journey.   

 
The second part of the ecosystem: ‘during’ 

Though briefly touched on above, it is 
worth revisiting and further tackling the 
“during” stage of the purchase journey. 
Popular in-store experiences have includ-
ed smart fitting rooms, highly developed 
to give shoppers the freedom to browse 
sizes, colors, and complementary items, 
and to ask for on-call assistance. But 
there are other approaches retailers can 
take in addition to the smart fitting room. 
Following Macy’s example, there is merit 
in deploying in-store beacons, which can 
record specialized data as consumers 
navigate through the retail space. Recorded data can be used to enhance the 
shoppers’ experience by sending them highly relevant and personalized notifica-
tions depending on their previous shopping behavior. While most beacons only 
work through branded apps, certain beacons can function through web browsers 
and are therefore app-independent. 

 

3 mTAG is Blue Bite’s NFC and QR-enabled technology. 
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Other in-store experiences that can be utilized to enhance the “during” phase are 
shelf-talkers, NFC/QR-enabled hangtags, and smart mirrors. Shelf-talkers are in-
store digital cards that can be tapped or scanned by users to glean more infor-
mation about a specific item. Such information includes item details, videos, social 
media, and interactive content pertaining to the product. Similarly, enabled hang-
tags allow consumers to browse an item’s various sizes, colors, and complemen-
tary products. The hangtags also permit consumers to purchase an item on the 
spot or have it shipped home. Finally, smart mirrors read RFID/NFC-enabled ap-
parel (or any RFID/NFC-enabled object) and display valuable information such as 
sizing, color, use information, care tips, and stock availability, on the mirror sur-
face.  

The third part of the ecosystem: 
‘after’ 

At this point, we have dutifully dis-
sected the first two parts of the pur-
chase journey (“before” and “during”) 
and have demonstrated examples of 
IoT solutions that forge connections 
with consumers. Perhaps the hardest 
to deploy is the “after” stage of the 
purchase journey. It is in this seg-
ment that retailers are faced with the 
challenge of maintaining a customer-
brand conversation beyond the point 
of sale. While difficult, it is not impos-
sible.    

As the world increasingly becomes 
NFC-enabled (a trend set in motion 
by Samsung mobile devices in 2011 and sustained through mobile wallets offered 
by Google and Apple), we can harness NFC to create conversations with consum-

ers after the point of sale. 
Returning to the smart mirror 
in-store experience, we recall 
that it leverages NFC tech-
nology embedded in prod-
ucts. Using this idea, if con-
sumers know that their items 
have NFC embedded in 
them, they can obtain extra 
value and utility from their 
product. Take a shoe for ex-
ample: by embedding an 
NFC chip in the shoe, a user 
can gain stats about it from 
size to color to model to seri-
al number to care instruc-

tions – all in addition to its utility as a shoe. But more than just the practical use 
cases, brands can also program the chip to provide custom content to users such 
as videos, music, articles, and exclusive features.4 As consumers interact with the 
product, the retailer can collect data on their preferences and likes, and in that way 
deliver relevant content directly to the consumer through a product they already 
own.  

We must recognize that there are various innovative ways to initiate customer-
brand conversation. Depending on the product type and choice of mobile sensors, 
retailers can choose the use cases and target experience afforded to the consum-

Source: brandchannel.com 
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er. To develop our shoe example from above, if part of the embedded NFC chip 
experience is to give local weather information, and the forecast anticipates rain, 
the content served to the user might be a music playlist for running indoors. Moving 
away from the shoe example, a fashion retailer’s embedded product experience 
might include options to browse complementary items and a store locator feature. 
Therefore, when consumers pass by the brick-and-mortar store, they can be alert-
ed that the specific store location carries the item they were looking at or that the 
store now has a sale on accessories to pair with their last purchase. In essence, as 
the consumer interacts with the NFC-enabled item, retailers can learn their behav-
ior patterns and consequently initiate relevant conversations that will spark interest.  

It is this three-pronged strategy that equips and empowers brands with an impact-
ful role before, during, and after the consumer purchase journey. By leveraging this 
ecosystem, a trove of valuable data can be derived from IoT and adapted to main-
stream retail markets, all for one end-goal: to take retail revenues to unparalleled 
heights.  

 
 
 
 

Rachel Furst is the Di-

rector of Communica-

tions for Blue Bite. 
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 Tips on Accuracy, Audits, and Data in  
People Tracking 
By Ronny Max, Principal, SiliconWaves 

W 
 hat are the pros and cons of video versus Wi-Fi versus Bluetooth Low 
Energy (BLE) beacons? What is structured light? Ultrasonic? Pulse? 
How do I pick a vendor? How do I know if the solution is accurate?  

Many retailers are challenged by these and other questions as they investigate 
“people-tracking” solutions, a term that refers to technologies that capture the 
behaviors of “people in motion.” This article provides tips to simplify the decision-
making process when selecting a people-
tracking solution.  

Regardless of the technology, there are com-
mon themes, challenges, and subjects to ad-
dress before adapting the solution to your retail 
organization. Consider accuracy, audits, and 
data to simplify the decision-making process 
when choosing a solution.  

1) Know Your People-Tracking Solution. 

Analytics depend on the technology that supports data collection. People-
tracking technologies capture customer and employee activities in the physical 
store, allowing retailers to better understand traffic patterns, empower marketing 
tactics, manage demands, manage queues, and measure sales conversion. 

To maximize the benefits from the data, retailers should design models, calculate 
metrics, and define Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). Start with the correct ob-
jective to evaluate the quality of information.  

Below are relevant concepts to know in people-tracking:  

People-Counting: The term is attributed to door-counters ("smart" traffic 
counters), which traditionally have included video, thermal, and laser sensors. 
The data collected consists of how many people enter and exit the store at a spe-
cific time. One of the primary objectives is the calculation of sales conversion. 

Schedule to Demand: A series of metrics that connect between demand 
(traffic levels), customer service, the productivity of individual associates, the 
marginal value of adding and removing associates, and store performance in or-
der to optimize for profitability.  

Queue Management: Since queue behaviors include both standing and 
moving, this is a complex form of people-counting. Sensors provide data on the 
number of people waiting in line, and the average wait time. Robust frontline so-
lutions predict how many cashiers should be active in order to prevent the for-
mation of long queues. 

Location Analytics: While people-counting measures how many customers 
pass a virtual line, location analytics is a tracking technology that aims to capture 
how customers move inside the store. Often, location analytics refers to data out-
put from wireless technologies, specifically Wi-Fi and BLE beacons, which are 
compiled from smartphone signals. 

Facial Recognition: Facial recognition is all about comparing a captured 
image to a pre-determined set of definitions, often tied to customer de-
mographics. The compared image can, for example, be a specific image (for se-

Consider accuracy, au-

dits, and data to simpli-

fy the decision-making 

process when choosing 

a solution.  
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curity and search objectives) or one used for gender/age determination to trigger 
targeted messaging. Sensitive privacy issues affect how far facial recognition can 
go in retail. 

Vision-Tracking: Vision-tracking is an innovative imaging technology that identi-
fies objects based on self-learning. In other words, the system "trains" itself based 
on given imaging feeds. This is the most sophisticated people-tracking technology 
because it predicts the future motion of a person based on "learning" how other 
people behaved in the past. The technology is still nascent, and it is likely that vi-
sion-tracking solutions will become more prevalent in 2017. 

2) Quantify Behaviors by Location and Time. 

People-tracking technologies produce data with location and time characteristics. 
While customers shop in a physical store – visit a department, browse products, 
and wait for checkout  – the common denominator for the activity is where it takes 
place and how long it lasts.  

We can connect the “where” and 
“when” of people-tracking to other 
systems such as point-of-sale and 
workforce management. The data in-
tegration process provides metrics 
describing “with what” and “with 
whom” behaviors. Together, the infor-
mation provides a more holistic pic-
ture of “why” customers and staff be-
have as they do, and supports efforts 
to grow sales and profits. 

3) Recognize Your Data Origins. 

In the trenches of data collection, tracking information is derived from the raw data 
captured by sensors and statistical calculations that create the output metrics. The 
data fields provide an indication of the accuracy of collected data. The counting 
output is typically maximum and average number of people, per location and peri-
od of time, while tracking captures metrics by individual time and location.   

Many vendors are value-added resellers of counting and tracking technologies, 
data analytics, and professional services. Only some carry the full spectrum of de-
signing, manufacturing, and marketing the solution.  

4) Define the Objectives for Accuracy. 

Accuracy is the single-most-important attribute in people-tracking technologies. 

Accuracy of the data consists of a variety of performance metrics that are de-
ployed in diverse environments. For example, door counting has different criteria 
than queue management. Store analytics has a different meaning if the retailer 
sells groceries, apparel, or electronics, and whether the store is small or a big box 
layout. 

Therefore, the first step in accuracy is found in the nature of the business objec-

tive, specifically: 

 Counting: How many people are present in a particular location? 

 Tracking: The behavior of people in motion and in multiple locations. 

 Recognition: Compare the person/object identification to a set of features. 
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  Location accuracy: How accurate are the geo-location coordinates? 

 Time accuracy: How accurate is the length of time (i.e., seconds)? 

5) Learn the Science of Accuracy. 

The science of accuracy is based on open standards used by research institutions 
for multiple objects tracking. The following standards are for video, but they also 
can be deployed in other technologies. The tested scenarios include 2D person 
and vehicle tracking, 2D face tracking, and 3D visual person tracking.   

Below are some of the key concepts: 

 Percent Recall: The ratio of missed detections (under-counting).  

 Percent Precision: The rate to compensate for each other. 

 Data Consistency: Refers to the errors in detection, not allowing for over-

count and under-count errors to compensate for each other. 

 Threshold for Detection: The tradeoff for recall/precision (under/over) dis-
covery of similar objects. The ideal (and improbable) threshold is 100 per-
cent recall (under-count) and 0 percent precision (no false positives). 

 ID Switching: In object tracking (over multiple frames), the number of mis-
matched IDs. 

 Percent Precision Rate: Defines how well the tracking technology captured 
the locations of multiple objects. This metric is typically used in develop-
ment environments.  

 Percent Tracking Accuracy: The overall rate of mistakes, including misses, 
false positives, mismatched, failure to recover tracks, etc. 

Source: Mismatch Tracks, Bernardin and Stiefelhagen1 

1 Keni  Bernardin and Rainer Stiefelhagen, “Evaluating Multiple Object Tracking Performance: The 

CLEAR MOT metrics,” EURASIP Journal on Image and Video Processing, Hindawi Publishing 2008.  
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The accuracy rate used by vendors is the percent of tracking accuracy. The trick is 
to see the accuracy rate in the context of the environment.  

6) Define the Audit Parameters. 

Not all audits are the same. Best 
practices for audits demand that you 
avoid real-time (manual) audits and 
test for accuracy in a scientific way. 
Moreover, levels of difficulty define 
the parameters of an audit. 

Below are best practices for auditing 
the accuracy of image recognition:  

 Ground Truth: The test can 
be repeated more than once 
in order to validate the results 
against the Ground Truth 
sample (created manually). 
These are not ongoing manu-
al corrections to actual data; 
these are audit videos.  

 Evaluation Zone: The accuracy metrics can be tested for various locations. 
With sensors, for example, most audits relate to the full frame, or a con-
tained zone. The benefits of limited audits become evident once we defined 
the business objectives.  

 Frequency: A higher frame rate increases the capability of tracking objects 
across frames. In wireless technologies, the same can be said for signal 
frequency between the receiving antenna and the customers’ smartphones. 

 Traffic: For statistical purposes, an acceptable level of traffic to determine 
the accuracy rate of the audit should cover "sufficient" traffic levels. A low-
traffic audit (i.e. less than 100 people) may present a biased picture and as 
such, should be repeated in different time periods. 

 Granularity: The length of the benchmark video plays a role in the value of 
the audit. Due to the binary nature of detection, we aim for shorter periods 
(i.e. 15 minutes for door-counting or five minutes for queues). In tracking, 
we want a longer period of time because we test the accuracy of tracking 
the object over multiple frames. A one-hour period is recommended for peo-
ple tracking. 

The definition of "good enough accuracy" is what is required to achieve the busi-
ness objective.  

Finally, once a retailer has chosen a people-tracking solution and has achieved 
“good enough” accuracy of its data, the next step is to work to maximize the busi-
ness benefits from the data. This is the discipline of behavior analytics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ronny Max is the Principal 

of SiliconWaves, and Au-

thor of Behavior Analytics 

in Retail. 

Source: Detection Threshold Demo, Silicon Waves       
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 Where Does Digital Signage Fit in  

Omni-channel Retail? 

By Mike Kilian, Director of Business Development, Mvix 

D 
igital signage can affect the health of a retail business. According to a report 
by Infiniti Research Limited, the global digital display market is forecasted to 
show a compound annual growth rate of nearly 15 percent by 2019. What 

this means for retailers is that the growth of retail digital signage is showing no 
signs of slowing down and businesses that want to stay competitive need to keep 
up. 

The Evolution of Retail Digital Signage 
 
The digitization of the consumer world is well underway, with technological ad-
vancements making it easier than ever to deliver personalized, effective customer 
outreach. The growth of digital signage from a simple advertising medium to an 
effective strategy for retail engagement highlights this trend rather well. 

Starting with basic information delivery, digital signage quickly expanded into 
providing personalized information based on region, time of year, and other de-
mographics. This empowered retailers to segment their market for more custom-
ized service. 

Digital signage did not stop there, though. With personalization well-established, 
the next logical step was direct customer interaction through kiosks and platforms 
that could proactively address consumer needs. 

As the cost-effectiveness, personalization, and flexibility of retail digital signage 
progressed, it began to take shape as an effective way to drive customer sales, 
promote brand awareness, and reconcile the customer journey through the transi-
tion from digital to physical channels of purchase. 

Consumer Digitization 

Increasing reliance on technology has shaped the way consumers view the world. 
Online purchasing, mobile apps, and social media have created countless new op-
portunities for consumers to connect to retailers. Millennials know this better than 
anyone, having been born into an age of developing tech and growing up along-
side the evolving channels that now define communication. 

Millennials have already be-
gun to shape marketplace 
trends with purchasing pow-
er that rivals the baby 
boomer generation. Their 
preferences for mobile op-
tions and innovative tech 
outreach have created un-
precedented digitization of 
the marketplace. Data from 
the 2015 Internet Retailer 
Mobile 500 report showed 
that shopping applications 
alone provided 42 percent 
of all mobile commerce.  

Brick-and-mortar businesses must account for this trend by integrating the digital 
experience of their consumers with the experience they find in-person. Conven-
iently, brand apps that allow mobile shopping, discounts, and personalized out-
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reach are one of the best ways to create an environment that is both customized 
to the consumer experience and optimized for the digital age.  

Understanding the needs of the tech-hungry millennial market is necessary to cre-
ate in-store shopping experiences that reflect the changing priorities of a younger 
marketplace. 

Bridging the Digital Gap 
 
There’s no denying that physical locations are still essential to business, even with 
the wealth of tech adoption that has taken place in the past 20 years. When Ama-
zon, eBay, and other digital retailers started crossing the multi-million-dollar mar-
ket share threshold, there was much discussion about the fact that the brick-and-
mortar business model was on its way out. 

Clearly, this is not the case. A study by A.T. Kearney indicates that traditional 
shopping still makes up the vast majority of all retail sales. A whopping 90 percent 
of all retail sales occur in physical store locations, and 95 percent of retail sales 
overall go through businesses that maintain a brick-and-mortar presence. While 
the convenience of online retail is hard to beat, the value of an in-person shopping 
experience may be impossible to replicate. 

Retail digital signage can be used to turn a store from “a place where people just 
go shopping” to a destination for interaction. Social apps may be essential to to-
day’s market of digital users, but replacing in-person socialization with technology 
has furthered widespread social isolation. With digital signage, the brick-and-
mortar store is fulfilling an entertainment function, allowing consumers to engage 
with each other through their brand. This is the experience that increasingly tech-
savvy consumers are looking for. 

Digital signage also helps “continue” the customer journey as they transition from 
digital platforms (apps, websites, mobile) to brick-and-mortar establishments. 
Think of digital signage as the “face” of a business when customers enter the 

store. What better way to display unlim-
ited amounts of marketing materials, 
engage an audience, and showcase a 
brand than a digital display system that 
is as easy to use as a TV screen? 

Digital signage offers a way for retailers 
to get the best of both worlds – the flexi-
bility and accessibility of digital data 
paired with the personal touch of in-
store customer service. Customers can 

be empowered with instant delivery of product information, technical specifica-
tions, and retailer discounts that may be easily accessible online but are a chore 
to dig through on paper. This fusion is essential to providing an omni-channel cus-
tomer experience. 

Omni-channel Outreach 
 
While some venues (for example, Times Square) use digital signage merely as an 
advertising tool, savvy retailers view digital signage systems as an essential part 
of an omni-channel marketing strategy. According to NCR Global Consumer Re-
search, 87 percent of customers want similar ways to access products and ser-
vices, regardless of whether they are online, on mobile, or in-person at a physical 
store location. This highlights the importance of retailers finding ways to bridge the 
gap between the online services they offer and the in-store customer experience. 

The 2013 Cisco Customer Experience Report had compelling points about the 
state of the multichannel shopping experience: 34 percent of global buyers used 
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more than one channel while shopping, with 23 percent of consumers having re-
cently made in-store purchases based on online research. While 34 percent may 
not sound like a lot, consider that this figure includes global buyers. That is one-
third of all potential buyers across every industry, every country, and every demo-
graphic. Clearly, the digital revolution is here to stay. 

Having said all of that, the Cisco report made another interesting discovery: 58 per-
cent of shoppers still preferred to receive help from an in-store associate. It seems 
that physical store locations have not quite been killed by the digital world yet, and 
retail digital signage solutions may be the best way to facilitate a transition between 
the two. 

Show off your brand. 

Digital signage is more than just a way to hybridize physical and digital presences. 
The right implementation of digital signage as part of a retail strategy can help 
showcase brand identity and improve customer relationships. 

Consider how customers typically interact 
with a brand. When they are not shopping in-
store, their awareness is limited to digital 
(and print) advertisements, commercials on 
TV and radio, and whatever other outreach 
options are employed. This creates a type of “corporate identity” that helps form 
customer perceptions of a brand. As mentioned above, customers need consisten-
cy. This makes it necessary for retailers to adhere to the marketing messages and 
unique advertisements that their audience knows and loves. Data by Samsung indi-
cates that 84 percent of UK retailers believe that digital signage creates substantial 
brand awareness – highlighting the importance of maintaining a consistent, digitally 
focused brand image to show off the dynamic story of your company. 

Sell your brand. 

Eye-catching digital signage has value even beyond brand awareness or bridging 
the digital gap. It can be used to boost service personalization and drive revenue-
producing sales.  

How is this possible? 

This has to do with how easy it is to interact with digital display systems. Displays 
can be customized to each user to guarantee that every customer receives a 
unique experience based on his or her purchasing history and interests. Some 
businesses are already doing this with barcode-scanning displays for membership 
cards and loyalty programs. Customers simply have to scan their cards at a kiosk 
to get a personalized display of relevant offers, promotions, and membership spe-
cials that are unique to them. This type of outreach can be significant. Research 
compiled by Eclipse Digital revealed that 29.5 percent of customers found digital 
menus and visual displays influential in their purchasing decisions. 

Finding Value from Digital Signage. 

Do not wait to implement a digital signage strategy in your retail location. Con-
sistency and a fluid customer experience are essential to generating revenue and 
building a loyal following, but this experience can be hard to create without a bridge 
between your physical and digital presences. A retail digital signage strategy may 
be all your business needs to bring more eyes to your brand – and bring more peo-
ple to your store. 

Mike Kilian is the Director 

of Business Develop-

ment for Mvix. 

Consider how customers 

typically interact with a 

brand.  
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While Content is Still King, Processing Holds the 
Keys to the Kingdom 
By Jason Barak, Managing Partner, and Sarah White, Creative Director, D3LED 

A 
re you wondering why some video walls and LED displays look better than 
others?  

You are not alone, as the image clarity topic buzzed around the trade show 
floor at InfoComm’s 2016 conference, with designers, integrators, and owners 
evaluating various different LED video products for upcoming indoor video wall im-
plementations.  

At InfoComm 2016, Meric Adriansen, Managing Partner of Systems & Engineering 
at D3LED, hosted an educational session in the Content Creation and Streaming 
Pavilion on LED processing and content for Ultra High-Definition LED display sur-
faces. In this session, titled “Content is King … but Processing Holds the Keys to 
the Kingdom,” he shared that the significance of investing in quality technology 
and content is not new or surprising, however Adriansen’s core message demon-
strated how crucial processing is in delivering stunning imagery. 

“Content is king” has long been the mantra and rallying cry of content creationists 
and LED manufacturers alike. As industry experts know, great content can make a 
mediocre display look even better, and conversely, content that is lacking in quality 
can make a great display look mediocre. Content drives a brand’s messaging, and 
the quality of the visual content is what creates that personal connection with your 
consumer. 

With the upward-pressing momentum from 4K resolution to 8K and beyond, how 
do retailers ensure content can keep up with the escalating advancements in dis-
play technology? 

Most digital signage receives content via a digital media player paired with a Con-
tent Management System (CMS). The content is often distributed from remote lo-
cations in a compressed format sent across the internet. On smaller displays or 
single-panel LCDs, the result is passable and the compression goes without no-
tice. However, this method breaks down with larger video walls. As the content is 
“blown up” to fit the array of larger displays, the image begins to look noticeably 
fuzzy, with some undesirable artifacts.   

Porcelanosa, a premium supplier of tile, kitch-
en, and bath products took this advice to heart 
when selecting D3 to manufacture and install 
a high-resolution LED display in its flagship 
New York City showroom. Nearing 4K resolu-
tion at 3000 x 2000 pixels using NCORE 2. 
5mm UHD display modules paired with D3 
processors, content creationist Wildbytes de-
livered native resolution content to ensure the 
content is showcased at its best across the 
expansive two-story display. Launched Sep-
tember 6, 2015, the magnitude and the high-
resolution of the display, coupled with stunning 
graphics generate a profound visual impact, 
resulting in an elegant and clean look for the 
showroom. Clients can see precise simula-
tions of architectural remodels before ever in-
vesting a dime. 

In another example, as part of a total overhaul to NBC's Studio 1A, D3 was an in-
tegral member of a select team responsible for transforming the iconic broadcast 
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studio at Rockefeller Center in just 30 days. D3 was tasked with delivering custom 
indoor LED display solutions that integrate and enhance Studio 1A broadcast sys-
tems, stand up to high definition cameras, present seamless content to viewers 
watching at home, and create defined areas within Studio 1A. UHD solutions pro-
vided to NBCUniversal include an NVIEW 1.9 mm LED display for the “living room” 
interview area that is retractable, a curved NCORE 2.5 mm LED display located 
above the anchor desk, NCORE 2.5 mm LED column display behind the anchor 
desk and a modular NVIEW 1.9 mm LED window display that can separate into six 
different panels and rotate 180 degrees to face Rockefeller Plaza. 

The core message here is that with massive pixel counts needed for indoor dis-
plays, processing matters more than ever. The analogy Adriansen shared to the 
local and streaming InfoComm audience is to imagine cooking a Kobe beef ribeye 
steak in an Easy-Bake Oven – starting with a beautiful product and ending up with 
a less-than-desirable result. The same holds true with great content, which is com-
pressed or driven through an underpowered processor. The issue is prevalent, as 
most standard players can not process the larger file sizes necessary for higher-
resolution content.  

Today, most photographers, using the latest camera technology, are delivering 4K-
plus content. Unfortunately, this high-resolution content is too often scaled down 
and compressed for ease of distribution. To solve this dilemma, several next-
generation 4K players are now making their way into the marketplace to accommo-
date the trending market drive toward higher resolution. 

“Content is king,” and more likely than not, most retailers already have the higher 
resolution content available to them. It’s just a matter of asking their photographers 
and production houses to provide the proper codecs and file formats. Higher-end 
processing and 4K players are a worthwhile technology investment to further the 
return on your content spend and with visible payback by delivering significantly 
better image and video quality.  

As retailers look to improve the quality of digital signage, video walls, and LED dis-
plays, they need to ask a lot of questions about the processing and player capabili-
ties of the video infrastructure. The right equipment now can help retailers transi-
tion and adapt as the demand for better content grows. A brand is more than a 
static logo; it's a dynamic entity – a lifelong connection between a business and its 
customers. The quality of a retailer’s image is its brand. 

Jason Barak is the 

Managing Partner for 

D3LED. 

Sarah White is the 

Creative Director for 

D3LED. 
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PRI Research Articles   
 

Platt Retail Institute undertakes a variety of research projects throughout the year. 
The results of this research are published as Research Articles (available for free 
download from the PRI website with registration). Some of the available PRI Re-
search Articles include: 
 
“Customer and Inventory Insights Generated by Location-Based Analytics, and 
the Introduction of an Online – In-Store Behavioral Bonding Model.” Commis-
sioned by Tyco, this research article explains that with the rapid changes in shop-
ping behavior and especially the relationship between online and in-store consum-
er activities, it is highly important for retailers to make technological investments in 
an integrated information platform.  
 
“Deployment and Test of the Digital Life Experience at an AT&T Retail Store.” 
This research, sponsored by Lighthaus Logic, describes a test conducted by 
AT&T in its Arlington Heights, Illinois, retail store. The test was designed to deter-
mine if having a more robust user experience in an interactive environment would 
lead to increased customer adoption and sales of the Digital Life service, an AT&T 
technology that encompasses a variety of home security and home automation 
options.  
 
“The Future of Retail: A Perspective on Emerging Technology and Store For-
mats,”  was released in conjunction with the PRI Retail Forum at Digital Signage 
Expo 2014. This research, sponsored by Two West, examines the history of retail 
in the U.S., emerging technology that is impacting retail today, and how retail 
store formats will change in the future and integrate various digital technologies. 
The goal of this Research Article is to inform the reader about the disruptive 
changes occurring in the retail industry, and to help retailers prepare for and em-
brace evolving retail formats and technologies. 
  
“Retail Attitudes and Adoption Trends of Multi-Channel and Omni-Channel Mar-
keting,” was research undertaken to gain insights into retailers’ attitudes about 
multi-channel use and the adoption of omni-channel marketing  
strategies. While most retailers use multiple channels to reach their customers, it 
was noteworthy that the retailers who participated in this  research expect email 
and mobile marketing to increase in importance while the physical selling location 
is expected to fall. This research was sponsored by Digital Signage Expo. 
 
“Digital Signage’s Role as Part of a Multimodal Approach to Deliver Emergency 
Messaging on Campus,” explains the rapid adoption of digital signage networks 
as an important communication tool on university campuses. In 2010, PRI re-
leased a Research Report, " Communication Effectiveness in Higher Education," 
which illustrated that digital communication networks (DCNs) are becoming a via-
ble alternative to older forms of on-campus communication. PRI conducted addi-
tional research, sponsored by Digital Signage Expo, Four Winds Interactive, Intel, 
and NEC Display Solutions, to delve further into the role of digital signage in deliv-
ering emergency messages on campus.  
 
“The Media-Saturn In-Store Digital Experience,” is an extensive case study that 
details the technologies, management, and unique software that European retailer 
Media-Saturn built to create, manage, and distribute content in different lan-
guages across its network. Not only is Media-Saturn Europe's largest electronics 
retailer, it arguably has the most advanced, complex customer-facing technolo-
gies of any retailer in the EU. 
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 PRI Working Papers  
 

With the assistance of leading academic institutions, PRI publishes groundbreak-
ing industry research related to in-store marketing, digital communications net-
works, and more. PRI Working Papers may be downloaded for free with registra-
tion.  

Communication Effectiveness in Higher Education  

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Kevin King, Director of Research, Platt  
Retail Institute  

PRI Working Paper No. 8  

A Determination of the Revenue Potential from Digital Screen  
Advertising at a Major League Baseball Stadium 

PRI Working Paper No. 7 

Test Results from a Bank Branch Digital Communications Network 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; and Dr. Jean-Charles Chebat, Ecole des 
Hautes Etudes Commerciales, Montreal, Canada  

PRI Working Paper No. 6 

Impacting the Customer Experience at a Bank Branch through a  
Digital Communications Network  

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; and Peter VanSickle, BMO Bank of Montreal  

PRI Working Paper No. 5 

Deployment and Test of a Retail Digital Communications Network by  
the United States Postal Service 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Kamel Jedidi, Columbia University Gradu-
ate School of Business; and Margot Myers, United States Postal Service  

PRI Working Paper No. 4 

Leveraging the Impact of Retail Digital Signage Advertising through  
Behavioral Merchandising 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; John Greening, Northwestern University; and  
Bill Pennell, Tesco Media Services  

PRI Working Paper No. 3 

Establishing Retail Digital Signage as a New Media and Measuring its  
Effectiveness 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Francis J. Mulhern, Northwestern Univer-
sity; and Guy Vaughan, Retail Marketing Services  

PRI Working Paper No. 2 

Implications for Retail Adoption of Digital Signage Systems 

Steven Keith Platt, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Kingshuk K. Sinha, University of Minneso-
ta and Research Fellow, Platt Retail Institute; Dr. Barton A. Weitz, University of Flori-
da; with Pat Hellberg, Nike, Inc.; G.V. Iyer, Bank of America; and Margot Myers, Unit-
ed States Postal Service.  

PRI Working Paper No. 1 

 

PRI is the leading pub-
lisher of tactical research 
in the area of In-Store 
Marketing and Dig ita l 
Communicat ions 
Networks.  
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 PRI Research and Event Sponsorships 

With the assistance of leading academic institutions, the Platt Retail Institute 
publishes groundbreaking industry research related to in-store marketing and 
digital communications networks. These are published as either Working Papers 
or Research Articles. In addition, PRI seeks funding for other unique projects. 

Sponsorship of PRI research offers a variety of benefits. These include establishing 
the sponsor as an industry thought leader, creating various promotional opportuni-
ties, and enabling the sponsors’ association with the leading research and consulting 
firm in the field.  

Current sponsorship opportunities include: 

 The right to distribute copies of the 
research. 

 PRI will present the research on be-
half of the Sponsor.  

 In the front of the Paper/Article, a 
description of the Sponsor’s firm 
and a firm logo will be presented.  

 On PRI’s website detailing the re-
search, the Sponsor will be noted 
and its logo will be listed.  

 Leads from downloads on the PRI 
website will be provided to spon-
sors. 

2)  Journal of Retail Analytics (quarterly) 

1) PRI Digital Retail Forum 
March 28, 2017 
Las Vegas, NV 
 

In conjunction with Digital Signage 
Expo, March 28-31  

Contact PRI for information about sponsorship opportunities.  

3) Working Paper and Research Article 
sponsorship benefits can be customized, 
but generally include the following:  

http://www.plattretailinstitute.org/
http://plattretailinstitute.org/digital-signage-research-papers/
http://plattretailinstitute.org/retail-research-articles
mailto:contact@plattretailinstitute.org?subject=QUERY%20FROM%20jOURNAL
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Industry Events Calendar  

July 21, 2016 

DSF Minnesota Meet and Greet 
Microsoft Training Center 
Edina, Minnesota 

August 15-18, 2016 

Connect Mobile Innovation Summit for Retail and Restaurants 
Sofitel Chicago Water Tower 
Chicago, Illinois 

August 15-18, 2016 

E-tail East 
Sheraton Hotel 
Boston, Massachusetts 

September 13-15, 2016 

International Retail Design Conference 
Le Westin 
Montréal, Canada 

September 19-21, 2016 

Bank Customer Experience Summit 
Sofitel Chicago Water Tower 
Chicago, Illinois 

September 20-22, 2016 

Shopper Marketing Conference and Expo 
Donald E. Stephens Convention Center 
Rosemont (Chicago), Illinois 

September 26-28, 2016 

Retail’s Digital Summit 
Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention Center 
Dallas, Texas 

October 24-28, 2016 

New York Digital Signage Week 
Multiple Locations 
New York City, New York 

November 15-16, 2016 

CorpComm Expo and EduComm Expo 
Navy Pier 
Chicago, Illinois 
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 Contact PRI 
 

 

  

Steven Keith Platt  

Director & Research  

Fellow, PRI and  

Research Director,  

Retail Analytics Council 

P.O. Box 158 

Hinsdale, IL 60522 U.S.A.      

Phone: 630.481.4976 

contact@plattretailinstitute.org     

 

Juan Clotet 

Director, 

Spanish Operations 

Ctra de Mig, 75 

08907 L’Hospitalet de 

Llobregat 

Barcelona, Spain 

Phone: (34) 931847755 
juanc@plattretailinstitute.org 
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